Thursday May 17, 2018

Hi Mrs. Forsyth,
I like ICE because it has mysterious creatures like dragonfly, they are 3m tall. My favorite characters are
Ava and her sister Sasha, Jonathan, and Sunny. All the chapters are interesting to me because Ava is a
good friend to Jonathan and I really like how they become really good friends. Each page and chapter
leaves me wondering what is going to happen in the next chapter. Ava, Jonathan and Sasha are
awesome because they are really amazing in the book I like how in the beginning Sunny finds the globe
and touches it and gets sucked in the globe and goes to Mineria and then Jonathan gets sucked up in the
globe too and then Ava, the butterfly being. I COULD NOT STOP!
In Chapter 14, I like when Jonathan and Ava are on the rock. I like Dax. When Mrs.Lepetich read the first
chapter I was hooked in the book because of the way you described the words. I can’t wait to get to the
part where Jonathan and Ava fall in love.
I can’t wait to read Fire and Air. You are my favorite author. When I stared reading the book I fell in love
with it. When I read a book I read it slowly and I savored it. I like how Dax finds Sunny and then Jonathan
finds him. It is so amazing I can’t wait to read Fire. I like Ava’s dragonfly. I hope you write another book
for the series Ice, Fire and Air. I can’t wait to read Air it seems like a good title for your next book. I did a
book report on Ice and everyone liked the book. I can’t wait to meet you sometime.
I am going to write a book about Ava and Sasha and Jonathan and Jesse. You are awesome at writing
books. I want to read Fire this summer, but I can’t over the summer. I liked the drawing of Scarvo with
Sunny. You are my favorite author.
From your favourite book fan,
Savanna Graham, age 11ish

